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A Tool for Creating Healthier Workplaces:
The Conducivity Process
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The conducivity process, a methodology for
creating healthier workplaces by promoting conducive
production, is illustrated through the use of the
“conducivity game” developed in the NordNet Project
in Sweden, which was an action research project to test
a job redesign methodology. The project combined the
“conducivity” hypotheses about a combination of em-
ployees’ skills and the Scandanavian “dialogue-
based” participatory practice. The goal of the condu-
civity game is to develop a flexible division of labor
that enhances employees’ skills and facilitates devel-
opment of customer-adaptable products. The game
develops “local languages” of worker coordination
using visual images of a multiworker skill integration
based on “skill plates.” Usage of the game in the com-
panies activated shop-floor workers and companies to
engage in self-managed work reorganization activi-
ties.
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This article describes the development of a job
change methodology that is consistent with the condu-
cive production model (Karasek, 2004 [this issue]).
The method was developed in the context of the
NordNet Action Research Project in Sweden between
1990 and 1991.1 The job change component of the pro-
ject attempted to develop new relationships between
small subcontracting companies and their larger cus-
tomers, which could allow workers’ skills and partici-
patory decision making to be developed and used to
the maximum extent while enhancing company inno-
vative capacity. The method added technical elements,
a visual association tool, and a focus on creative future
possibilities to the existing Scandinavian democratic
dialogue methods of worklife change. Theoretically,

the method builds on the “conducivity” concept, a
skill-based model of productivity based on producer/
user interactions.

In the late 1980s, it was claimed that existing job
redesign methods had been failing to promote signifi-
cant worklife change (Gustavsen, 1990), and new
tools needed to be developed. Industrial relations sys-
tems that have supported democratic worklife change
in the past in Scandinavia were beginning to be out-
flanked by global economic developments. This
implied the need for an alternative economic model as
a platform for future change, and new perspectives
were on the horizon in the form of network models
(Piore & Sable, 1984). The NordNet project used one
such alternative—namely, a skill-based model of pro-
duction and distribution emphasizing worker skill
development and well-being (Karasek, 2004). The
project attempted to develop practical tools for organi-
zational change in the context of small subcontracting
networks in western Sweden.

This methodological attempt was set within the
context of the participatory-action research tradition
for promoting humane work-environment change that
had been furthest developed in the “democratic dia-
logue” perspectives emerging out of the Swedish
Leadership Organization and Management (LOM)
program (Gustavsen, 1990, 1992). Under this pro-
gram, the rejection of both externally imposed
“expert” guidance and theory and of technical-
economic rationality’s dominance have opened possi-
bilities for progress consistent with Habermas’s
(1984) conception of “communicative rationality.”
New forms of practice emerged.

The NordNet change process combines elements of
the new “communicative” rationality practice above
with elements of technical-economic rationality that
remain relevant for most organizational roles. This
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joint goal has led to the development of a new type of
work redesign simulation game. The “conducivity
game” is a group-based, visual communication pro-
cess that interfaces with verbal dialogue processes. It
attempts to integrate democratic dialogue with con-
crete technical, economic, and customer-relevant
information related to a particular production process.
The conducivity process involves developing compre-
hensive images of coworkers’operations and identify-
ing new skill combinations between workers that
could satisfy customer demand in new ways (i.e., con-
ducivity simulation). It develops a democratic partici-
patory judgment process for the technical-economic
feasibility of such new ideas. It is also an attempt to
develop a “rapidly applicable” method to reach shared
images of future work structures (what could be
instead of what is). Actual job change is the next step.

Defining NordNet: An Action Research
Project to Test a Job Redesign Methodology

Methodological Goals of the
Conducive Job Redesign Process

The researchers attempted to introduce a new vari-
ant of the Scandinavian workplace “dialogue”
method. The first goal was to develop an action
research methodology that included advantages of
both dialogue-based social process understanding and
the so-called positivistic technical and rational orien-
tations to insure pragmatic success. These later ele-
ments were included via workers’ skills being linked,
by way of the conducivity model, to production opera-
tions and communication channels (Karasek &
Theorell, 1990). It was also presumed that the argu-
ments for humanistic worklife change in the compa-
nies would be stronger if the change produced benefits
for the customers as well as for workers and the com-
pany. This producer-customer link was also a central
component of the conducive production model.

Another important difference from previous dia-
logue models is that this process did not attempt (or
promise) to set a full workplace change process in
motion immediately but only to develop a first stage
where shared ideas about what might be done are
developed. The primary focus is on creative future
possibilities; past problems come up indirectly as a
constraint. Later, other existing participatory methods
could be used to complete the redesign process.

A major goal of this process structure was to make
certain that the results of social dialogues could not be

later undermined by technical arguments that were
“omitted” (because technicians did not participate,
etc.). Thus, a simulation game process was designed to
facilitate the calling forth of all the relevant technical,
economic, and customer-need information so that the
solutions developed are truly feasible and jointly sup-
ported (Ehn, 1988).

The project research group consisted of five
members: the author (sociologist/industrial engineer), a
sociologist expert in organizational dialogue methods,
two engineers in the local university “innovation engi-
neering” program (one with contacts to many local busi-
nesses), and a local shop-floor worker/union representa-
tive with organization change research competence.
Typical “project defining” meetings included three team
members (with at least one engineer). The shop-floor par-
ticipatory dialogue processes were facilitated by the
author and the worker/union representative.

The conducivity process is more structured than
conventional democratic dialogue processes, yet it is
still significantly modifiable by the evolving activities
of participants. This structuring, plus the diminished
goal of actual changes in the first stage, reduces the
social process investment needed by companies,
unions, and employees and hopefully shortens the pro-
cess’s first stage. We anticipate that such a form of
activity could be adopted by a much wider range of com-
panies than a more open-ended process. At the same
time, it is necessary to maintain sufficient social partici-
pation to insure valid, democratic solutions and that real-
istic assessment of future alternatives actually occurs.

Company Selection: Tracing Out
the Subcontractor/Client Networks

The project began with the researchers making con-
tact with 8 to 10 small manufacturing firm networks in
western Sweden in spring and fall of 1990. Only com-
panies with producer/subcontractor relationships
were investigated. The common pattern involved a
large producer combined with a small subcontractor in
metal manufacturing.

Three company pairs were selected from the eight
groups for further discussions on the basis of one or
two preliminary meetings. The company criteria were
the following: (a) their interest in personal develop-
ment of employees (all companies were unionized),
(b) having a product that could conceivably “grow” in
response to a producer/user dialogue, (c) a relatively
good labor relations climate, (d) local ownership (not
always realized for both producer and subcontractor),
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and (e) a democratic, broad participation goal in the
Swedish working-life tradition (Eriksson & Holmer,
1991). These starting points meant that some compa-
nies would not be interested (about 40% of those
selected in Stage 1).2 Another important criterion was
that the companies not be in a state of crisis—a com-
mon situation for companies seeking outside assis-
tance. This insured that it was more likely that the
companies could successfully complete learning-
based organizational change (for crisis companies it is
often too late for long-term steps). Unfortunately, this
criterion also meant that the companies often did not
feel they “needed” change researchers as their top
priority (we had to develop their interest by finding
important problems).

Two of the three initially selected company groups
resulted in multicompany projects: Company A/Client
Company A (a large European multinational) and
Company B/Client Company B (a large European
multinational). The subcontracting companies each
had roughly 50 employees and focused on skilled
mechanical design and assembly. After selecting one
machining company in a network that seemed likely,
the researchers and the company jointly discussed a
suitable project area (see below). This discussion was
then repeated with the subcontractor companies, lead-
ing to a joint agreement by both companies to partici-
pate. Usually a total of four or five meetings was
required to reach this stage for a company group.

The discussion in the companies was also limited to
some degree around one broad topic area, which was
selected to allow a dual dialogue; both process-related
social structure/interaction topics and product-related
technical/economic/production topics were encour-
aged. The starting point for the discussions was the
link between employee development and firm innova-
tion based on the “conducivity model” (see Figure 1 in
Karasek, 2004), linking employee skill development
and participation goals, company product develop-
ment goals, and customer goals. Typically, the discus-
sions quickly expanded to a very broad range of topics,
and many existing company problems surfaced during
the process (Stage 2).

The Job Redesign Process in Two Pairs
of Swedish Manufacturing Companies

A Timeline of Activities

The time line of work reorganization process in
NordNet companies is divided into four stages. Table 1

outlines the sequence of planned process steps and
meetings. The actual company experiences are
described below.

Results: Actual Process Steps
and Resulting Changes

Stage 1: Project start-up. Both projects—Company
A/Client Company A and Company B/Client Com-
pany B—followed a similar start-up procedure. After
finding an area of common interest for a project, the
initial group of company and labor participants, along
with the researchers, defined the project structure for
Stage 2: several (three to four) small teams of 4 to 6
members representing both manager/technician and
worker were selected. Researchers then gathered in-
formation about existing communication patterns.
This involved interviews of about 40 minutes each,
with 10 to 20 members from each company. Commu-
nication pattern information was fed back to each team
to set the stage for the primary “dialogue” tool: the
Conducivity Game.

Stage 2: The conducivity game and midprocess
changes. The initial start-up activities were used as a
basis for developing groups of workers and managers
who would be interested in engaging in participatory
redesign processes where an image of the existing
work process could be made “concrete” (the abstrac-
tion of social relations at the workplace becomes con-
crete and discussable). On this platform, a new set of
plans for work organization could be jointly discussed
(a detailed discussion of the game results can be found
later in this paper). Several unsuccessful attempts to
engage workers in a participatory “work organization–
focused” dialogues frustrated the shop-floor
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Table 1. A Timeline of Activities in the Conducivity Process

1. Company project start-up
a. Start-up meetings with company and worker groups and

then customer groups
b. Interviews with groups and individuals
c. Feedback data

2. Conducivity game/communication development
a. Present-situation pictures
b. New skill combination “gestalts”
c. Idea review (language development), consensus

3. Cross-company communication linkages
a. Communication role discussion
b. New vocabulary elements
c. Cross-synthesis

4. Self-sustaining job change activity



participatory team—that is, the author and a local un-
ion representative (“imagine you are the owner” sce-
narios and visual aide development assistance for lec-
tures to machine-side worker’s about their jobs
produced only silence). This finally led to the develop-
ment of the conducivity game idea, which was quickly
introduced into the process.

Lack of complete acceptance of the informal con-
tract might have been an unstated issue in these
groups. However, the general acceptance of the overall
project goals and the interest in participation were
moderately strong in the final two subcontracting
companies, and the projects continued energetically
for a full year (typically, with biweekly meetings),
although there have been a few midlevel management
“resisters” who favored the status quo. There was
strong interest in continuation and, of course, a desire
to reap the “results” of the investment in time by all
parties. The process was also considered as a “con-
crete” step to constructive dialogues between both
pairs of companies (requirement for us to maintain the
broad project platform).

Results: Actual Job Changes
Results (Midprocess)

Although “actual job changes” were supposed to be
only a topic for the future in our project, it was clear
that the mere process of developing shared ideas had
gone a significant distance and facilitated significant
changes in these companies. For example, the man-
ager of one subcontracting company had stated at the
project beginning, “We are participatory already: I tell
everyone my door is open for them to come by and
problem solve, but—nobody comes.” After the
conducivity game, however, communication patterns,
discussion topics, and so forth, were changed signifi-
cantly, resulting in a much more active engagement by
workers.

It was particularly encouraging that self-sustaining
job change process at the shop-floor level, for workers
with little of such previous experience, had begun in
two of the companies. The following occurred:

• a. Company A workers and managers, after sev-
eral months of playing the conducivity game in
several work groups, suddenly drafted a

lengthy application to the local Swedish
Worklife Fund (Arbetslivsfond) without our
outside assistance or knowledge. Before, this
joint labor/management project had been an
unrealized goal. They successfully gained
funding for work reorganization activities.
They developed several job design committees:
for education, for new building layout, and so
on (we had oriented these activities to resolve,
first, the work organizational issues). The local
committees took responsibility for developing
design ideas and for discussing the ideas with
other shop-floor workers via their own sub-
groups. The groups developed their own plans
for work organization. For our research team,
this was evidence that our process had activated
shop-floor workers, the criterion for a successful
participatory action research project.

• b. Client Company B (a large multinational)
changed the nature of its design feedback meet-
ings with Company B (which had been consis-
tent with Company B’s goal to alleviate its
“powerlessness” in transactions with this cli-
ent). Client Company B planned a full-day con-
ference, with the first half devoted to educating
shop-floor workers from Company B about
Client Company B’s production needs. Both
sides felt that they got no immediate “payoff”
for this extra communication investment. How-
ever, the NordNet team thought this communi-
cation was an important preparation. In a follow-
up of this first meeting, a new design feedback
strategy was developed in preparation for a sec-
ond meeting. Here, fewer members of Client
Company B came for a visit to subcontractor
Company B’s, and all parties were more satis-
fied with the “payoff” of this meeting.

• c. In Company B, discussion of the job design
solutions, which originally began with one
group of shop-floor participants, were taken up
by other workers in the company (roughly one
out of four shop-floor workers and all white-
collar workers were originally involved). These
discussions were energetic (see below) and
raised important work process issues for further
discussion.

The white-collar group at Company B
felt a bit pressed by the success of the shop-
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floor group but decided to investigate the “big-
ger picture” of customer linkages instead of
opposing worker’s suggestions. After several
months of the conducivity game in different
groups, the shop-floor workers, (with no knowl-
edge at our NordNet project) also contacted the
local Swedish Worklife Fund to apply for funds
to support job reorganization. Again, we took
this as evidence of a self-sustaining develop-
ment process.

Stage 3: Cross-company communication linkages
(future). The project continued for roughly 1 year, but
the full set cross-company linkages did not have time
to occur. The new-idea teams from both the client and
the subcontractor company were soon to be combined
in a joint meeting, with preparatory activity almost
complete at each company; discussions focused on
new patterns of communication, which could allow
shop-floor workers to take more responsibility for cus-
tomer interface. Communication pattern development
required assistance by researchers to help build a vo-
cabulary about possible communication structure al-
ternatives. These patterns were quite complex in large
companies and the communication data gathered
above was also used to assist these discussions. Unfor-
tunately, this step was not completed before the project
period expired. Simultaneously, major economic na-
tional crisis in the spring of 1992 in Sweden changed
company priorities significantly.

Stage 4: Self-sustaining job change activity (fu-
ture). After these new “images” of possibilities were
developed, it was to be up to the companies to decide
how to achieve them. In each step of our discussions,
we made it clear that we are not “experts” with perfect
solutions but only facilitators for processes in which
the company members must carry the responsibility.
The broad range of participants who participated in the
conducivity dialogue above set up a positive model in
each company of participation in the process of actual
workplace transformation.

The Conducivity Game in Stage 2

The Game’s Conception

Overview. The conducivity game develops an over-
view of the current situation—that is, a picture of how
the “production” process works within an organiza-

tion for a small group of organization members who
work together. First, employees, technicians, and
managers jointly decide on “a product” to use as a fo-
cus of the game. Second, each employee, with the help
of the group and the researchers, defines a set of skill
areas, individual capabilities, and areas of desired
growth as well as skill underutilization. A “picture” of
each employee’s capabilities—a “skill plate”—is de-
veloped (Figure 1). Third, employee’s skill plates are
linked together to build a combined social and techni-
cal image of the production situation, with all commu-
nication flows and product flows illuminated. Fourth,
on the basis of this current overview, ideas about new
work organization can be very easily developed. The
easily comprehensible images of linked skill contribu-
tions helps to structure new relationships between em-
ployees, information flows, and product flows.

The process. The conducivity game involves devel-
oping a “picture” (with real photographs) of each em-
ployee’s capabilities and then linking all these pictures
together to build a combined social and technical im-
age of the production situation (Figure 2). Each em-
ployee, with the help of the group and the researchers,
defines a set of skill areas, each employee’s capabilities,
and areas of desired growth as well as underutilization.
Producer-user linkages—between each production
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Figure1. A “Skill Plate” Captures a Full Picture of Each
Worker’s Capabilities



stage according to the conducivity model—helps to
structure the relationships between employees, infor-
mation flows, and product flows (Figure 2).

The game setting is described as a special “pro-
tected reality” where dialogue can freely include
workers at all levels of the company (Karasek, 1991).
The game “contract” involves acceptance by all parties
that the process be protected from “hierarchical retali-
ation,” conventional wisdom, and overloads.

The beginning of the game involves building a “cur-
rent situation” picture of how the production process
works at the present time, with all communication
flows and product flows illuminated. On this basis,
“new solution” pictures are constructed, realizing the
project’s goal of creating new shared conceptions of
future work design alternatives (Figure 3).

The multiplicity of game solutions are summarized
in terms of an overview picture of each alternative that
captures its unique elements along with several key
words that recall important elements of the discussion;
finally, a “title” to the solution is given, also suggesting
its primary theme. It is the work of the researchers to
assist this job of “language summary” suggestion.
These alternative pictures are then set up on wall dis-
cussion sheets beside each other (Figure 4).

Summary Game Process Results

Building a current-situation picture in the conducivity
game takes only about 1 hour, and subsequent new-
solution pictures take even less time. However, the
start-up processes of discussions, which begin the
work redesign process and define the “informal con-
tract” for what is to take place, can take several months
to discuss and negotiate.

The conducivity game was used to develop shop-
floor initiatives for work redesign in six work groups
in two small manufacturing companies in western
Sweden. As requested, employees, technicians, and
managers jointly decided on one product to use for the
game. Issues that came up for discussion were
recorded, and a visual record of the process was made
as a starting point for further game iterations and
future discussions.

On the basis of its current-situation picture, each
team was asked to imagine how the production process
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Figure 4. “Images” of Capability Coordination Ideas
Become a New Vocabulary of Work Redesign Possi-
bilities for Participative Work Design Processes

Figure 2. Participative Job Redesign Process Creates an
“Image” of the Skill Coordination Patterns in the
Company and Then Allows Shifting Them Into
New Job Redesign Solutions

Figure 3. Shop Floor and Management Employees Jointly
Engage in Many Stages of the Conducive Process



could change to produce new combinations of
employee skills and capabilities. There could be sev-
eral goals for the changes: to solve existing known
problems, to find new solutions that use underutilized
skills or generate new skills, to reduce unnecessary
supervision, or to develop a new product that solves
new aspects of the users’ needs. This is the “creative”
stage, where the new images of the work process are
developed, jointly assessed, and validated. Existing
company conflicts clearly surface at this point, as
resistance emerged in a very concrete way to new ideas
and revelations of needlessly controlling coordination
patterns (a long delay in playing the game).

Borrowing from the search conference ideas
(Emery & Emery, 1978), the entire group of shop-
floor workers was gathered and the second half of a
“search conference” in Company B’s cafeteria began.
Each solution’s main points were discussed in terms of
both its advantages and disadvantages. After this pro-
cess was finished, a discussion on criteria followed.
What were the most important criteria that the group
could use to select between the solutions? The criteria
were multiple, but tended to have a strong quality of
worklife character. After the criteria were established,
the activity of ranking the solutions yielded some
important insights. It was clear that some of the solu-
tions were trivial, whereas others were broad and
encompassing. Some solutions needed to be jointly
adopted in discussion with management. In the Com-
pany B discussion, which took two 2-hour sessions for
a group of 10 workers, the group felt fairly comfort-
able with its solutions, recommending two primary
solutions and one secondary solution. Several heated
discussions emerged about how a group-based solu-
tion would work and whether it would lead to a new
hierarchy at the shop level. The question of what
“developing work” really meant and how it was to be
obtained really seriously began in this discussion.
Only after this conference had taken place could it
really be said that there was a strong spirit building
within the company—at least on the shop floor—to
pursue significant job change. Clearly, there had been
a gradual process of understanding how to communi-
cate on work organization topics that began as very
abstract—and undiscussable—concerns for shop-
floor machinists.

The next step was to develop an equally creative
process for the office section. This was expected to be
more difficult because several midlevel managers had
been resistant to change.

Discussion: The Conducivity
Game as a Language Generator

The conducivity process adapted part of the search
conference ideas from classical Scandinavian action
research (Emery & Emery, 1978) and linked it to
conducivity theory and emerging communications
theory ideas from the Swedish Leadership Organiza-
tion and Management worklife (LOM) program. The
important new change process technique developed
was the conducivity game, played in companies as a
participatory activation tool (see Penny, 1995, for a
description of the conducivity game played as a class
exercise with work-experienced students who are not
from the same company).

The game images appeared to have some meaning
to participants. With the help of photographs taken of
the conducivity game patterns, it has been possible for
us to return to a detailed discussion as much as 3
months after the game, with people remembering what
moving of the skill elements symbolized (it takes 15
minutes to reassemble the images if the game is to be
continued). A limitation of this approach is that with
several groups and several sessions, there are many
different game patterns to deal with, and the detailed
visual method described above can become unwieldy.

How does one build an effective vocabulary of new
work redesign alternatives? We have found that it is of
vital importance to be able to link the symbolic repre-
sentations of the game elements to the actual discus-
sion themes that transpired when the game was being
played. The game is only one symbolic description of
what is happening in the communication. The “practi-
cal” discussion is triggered by the game elements, but
it deals much more specifically with the problems that
are normally discussed in the workplace—that is, in
the language of the local workplace itself. Of course,
this is the most accessible format for ideas to the par-
ticipants, and it is important for us to keep a record of
these topics and their linkage to game elements for
future discussions.

It should be noted, however, that the existing work-
place discussion language was often not sufficient to
capture the essence of a work organization problem or
to facilitate the solutions. The extra assistance of the
conducivity game comes from attaching the existing
language elements to the more general work organiza-
tion concepts of the conducivity game by putting prob-
lems in a broader perspective, making nonlinear asso-
ciations between issues, and creating a “gestalt.”
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(Kohler, 1946), or a right brain activity. This perspec-
tive also allows one problem to be compared to
another, often revealing unexpected similarities or dif-
ferences or problems that keep reoccurring without
solution.

We can summarize our observation in terms of the
“communicative rationality” ideas of Swedish demo-
cratic dialogue research. We would say that the visual
tools have played an important role at an early stage in
the job design discussions when there are only vague
understandings by participants of how their organiza-
tion really works and no available language elements
for conceptualizing work organization changes. The
game helps develop these understandings (in discus-
sions, there are references to game elements). The
game generates primitive language elements (Karasek,
1992).

After the groups have developed their own “local
vocabulary” via the conducivity game, a new phase of
communication seems to begin. The game elements
are forgotten—at least temporarily—and the discus-
sion begins in an animated verbal stage (left brain)
(even for previously nonverbal participants). Discus-
sions about ranking the best alternatives to choices,
advantages, and disadvantages of already created
solutions occur which do not require a visual
language.

The use of the game could go further in relation to
this first experiment to help build conceptual elements
of a large-scale work-design solution between groups,
further linking the company and its customers. Finally,
when it comes to the detailed questions of how each
individual would really perform in a new role, we
again expect that the game elements would provide
some preliminary answers, which would then provide
the basis for verbal discussions of new daily practice.

Human beings are verbal animals, and verbal com-
munication is a very efficient way to manage discourse
on already-developed ideas. However, for discourse
about the complex future alternatives, existing words
may be inadequate to create the combinations needed
to build the necessary overview. Many combinations
must be quickly tried and compared in a nonlinear
fashion, where one combination of elements can be the
springboard to other combinations. The nonlinearity
of the visual method is an advantage; it allows many
disparate elements to be brought into juxtaposition
(quasi-near relationship) so that the eye can compare
many combinations at once. Once these combinations
are further developed, they become maps and give
concrete representations to otherwise vague relation-

ships. Elden (1983) has spoken of the development of
“local models” in work redesign activity. Certainly,
the images coming out of the conducivity process are a
form of a local model and are jointly validated in the
game process.

This method of working becomes a continuous
activity in the company, helping to realize the
conducivity model’s goals. The process of finding new
division-of-labor combinations must occur again and
again at reasonable time intervals. Tomorrow’s model
will not necessary be the same as today’s. Each lan-
guage (and type of language) must be learned. Becom-
ing familiar with a combination language’s operations
can make it easier to make subsequent changes in the
work organization. The conducivity game has the pur-
pose of making possible continual and participative
modifications in the division of labor. Workers in a
development-oriented work setting are able, in a con-
tinuous way, to fulfill the evolving needs of customers
who are also developing.

Notes

1. This project was undertaken by Robert Karasek (project di-
rector), Kjell Eriksson, Nils Ragnarsson, Gunnar Weber, Uno
Uudelepp—A Hogskolan i Halmstad Arbetslivscentrum project
(see Eriksson et al., 1993).

2. One of the three company groups refused to go further when
the democratic participation issues were stressed, leaving the two
remaining groups discussed above.
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